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Glaskasten, setting the new standard for model train display cases

Design
 The minimalistic design of the 
 Glaskasten display cabinet with 
 frameless glass doors and side 
 panels allows you to view your 
 valuable collection of model trains 
 from all angles, while they are 
 protected from dust and damage.
 
 The GK1 can accommodate more 
 than 9 metres of model trains over 
 8 shelves.
 

Scale and gauge
 Shelf spacing is suited for H0 models, with integrated 
 “catenary” at the right height to hold the pantograph 
 in the right orientation.
 

Integrated lighting
 The integrated low energy LED illumination system is 
 designed to make the models stand out from the 
 background. Optionally, an integrated dimmer is 
 available.
 

Materials
 Made from high quality

  components and durable
  materials such as aluminium

  and tempered glass.
 

Easy wall mounting
 Glaskasten display cases 

 are equipped with an 
 advanced wall mounting 
 system, which allows for 

 easy levelling after mounting 
 the cabinet to the wall.

 

Glass doors
 The high quality door

  hinges are easily adjustable.
 

GK1L  : 1.2 m wide display case
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Because your 
 collection
 is worth it

The GK1 is also suitable for N gauge, because you 
 can slot N-gauge track into a special groove, after 
 which N or H0e models can be put into the display case.
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Glaskasten Modular System
Glaskasten display cases are part of a modular system which can be extended horizontally and vertically by mounting 
 multiple base cabinets next to and/or above each other, thus creating one continuous model train display wall.
 If you mount multiple display cases side-by-side, there are no intermediate glass separations , so very long continuous 
 trains can be displayed. The table below shows a few examples of display cabinet assemblies.
 
 Dimensions
 The base Glaskasten module is 119 cm wide and 73 cm tall (47 x 29"), but you can assembly as many beside or above 
 each other as you wish. In practice, placing more than 2 above each other may not be practical, because the models may 
 become hard to reach, but the width is unlimited.
 

configuration
width height

maximum
 train length

no. of
 shelves

dimensions (cm) with
 lighting

base
 cabinet

The possibilities are endless 
 Glaskasten display cases are meant to be mounted to a vertical wall, but if you have no vertical walls, or if you would like 
 to place the display cabinets on the floor, Glaskasten can offer solutions where the display cases are integrated into a 
 modular wall system. Please contact info@glaskasten.de for more information. 
 

GK3 - Three modules side-by-side

 Ordering
 Because there are so many possibilities, modular display cabinets will be different every time, therefore you will find only 
 a few configurations in the Glaskasten webshop. If you are interested in different configurations, please contact us by 
 email (info@glaskasten.de) or telephone (+31 487 761 069). We can then discuss the best solution for your situation.

This display cabinet consists of 2 modules side-by-side and 2 above each other (GK2x2).


